TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE: If flashlight does not turn on or stay on -
1. Check the batteries. If using alkalines and they are exhausted, replace.
   If using the NiMH battery pack, recharge it. 2. Check the tail cap. Make
   sure it is fully tightened  The metal surfaces contacting the barrel, tail cap
   and spring assembly should be shiny metal without obstruction between
   them. Any corrosion formed by a foreign substance should be carefully
   removed. 3. If all of the above steps have been followed and the flashlight
   still does not perform properly, follow the steps in the How and When to
   Make a Warranty Claim section, or see the Customer Service Section at
   www.maglite.com or contact our Warranty/Repair facility: Tel: 01 (909)
   947-1006, Fax: 01 (909) 947-5041.